
Universidad de Salamanca
1.- A sketchy history

2.- Between America, Europe, and the rest of the World:
Conflating the Universal



University
c. 1300, "institution of higher learning," also "body of persons
constituting a university," from Anglo-French université, Old
French universite "universality; academic community" (13c.), from
Medieval Latin universitatem (nominative universitas), "the whole,
aggregate," in Late Latin "corporation, society,” from universus "whole,
entire"
In the academic sense, a shortening of universitas magistrorum et
scholarium, "community of masters and scholars;”
superseded studium as the word for this. The Latin word also is the
source of Spanish universidad, German universität etc.



Early Stages
• Founded in 1218 by King Alfonso IX as a studium. Its privileges gradually ratified and

increased.
• Non other than Alfonso X, El Sabio, who congregated a group of translators and intellectuals

in Toledo, will endow Salamanca with Real cédula (1254) or warrant that provided funding
and as well as guidelines for its inner organization. The initial 11 cátedras or disciplines
ranged from Canon Law, Civil Law, Medicine, Logic, Philosophy, Grammar and Music.

• Alfonso X’s goals: that the kingdom may take advantage of wise men, for the studium was
fundamental for the project of a nation. His advise, which will echo in Unamunos’s words, to
trust the judgement of wise men more than the logic of fort-making and the military to
accomplish the common good.

• The notion of the university as essential in the development of a country.
• It also endowed Salamanca with the figure of a librarian, which transformed Salamanca into

the first European university to have a library. Disputed by some historians (15th c).
• From Salamanca to the world: Pope Alexander IV gave Salamanca the licentia ubique

docendi, which recognized the degrees taught in Salamanca all over the world except in
Paris, Oxford and Bolonia (abolished in 1333). The Pope was on our side and ready to
promote the University.

• Note the staff and student mobility ---a preview of the Erasmus Project that contributed to
the universalism of the institution



Development: 15th century
Classes were taught in the Old Cathedral cloister, in rented
houses and in San Benito Church

The University needed more places, and the Old San
Bartolomé College (1401), founded by Diego Anaya de
Maldonado, is built.

Royal backing of Juan II similar to Alfonso X’s



Old San Bartolomé College (1401)

• Fashioned after a college in Bolonia
• To instruct students who were not rich enough but were intelligent

enough. They also had to be Castillian, under 21, single. They could
not belong to any religious order, among other requirements, such as 
pureza de sangre (no trace of Jewish or Moorish blood).

• The College was very successful and its alumnus became very
influencial

• Life was fully regulated between work and prayer.





More Spaces Added
• 1413 King Juan II of Castile donates several 

houses, the first hospital of the studium as an 
academic hall for students. It now hosts the 
Registrar’s Office and Administrative offices.

• Escuelas Menores starts to be built. It would 
harbor the teaching of lesser disciplines 
conducive to the title of Bachiller



More Spaces: Escuelas Mayores
• More buildings to add to the campus, 
• with Escuelas Mayores, finished in 1533. 



University Library
• 1474 Salamanca starts 

building the first university 
library in Europe. 

• Perfect place to study
• Topped with 
El cielo de Salamanca. 



Students: Beatriz Galindo 

• 1465: Beatriz Galindo is born in 
Salamanca. Possibly the first 
woman to receive university 
instruction. She attended classes 
in grammar at the University of 
Salamanca. 

• Translator and avid reader of 
classical texts, she advised Queen 
Isabella, and is known as La Latina



A class



Abraham Zacut, Astronomer
Possibly lectured in Salamanca end of 15th c.
Penned one of the most influential works of the 15th century 
and collaborated with Christian and Jewish astronomers at a 
difficult time, for Jews are expelled from Spain in 1492. 
Jewish quarter in Salamanca.

What did he trace? the positions of the
sun, the moon and the planets. Why
where they important? They were
instrumental for sailors such as Columbus 
or Vasco de Gama.



Nebrija (1476)
Holds the chair of Grammar an
publishes the first grammar of the Spanish Language. 

When questioned by Queen Isabel as to why was he devoted 
to the study or grammar and what was grammar goodfor, he 
answered that “language was always the 
Companion of the Empire”.

A landmark in language teaching that will accompany the 
conquest of the American continent. 

Why is he so important? It is the first grammar of Castilian 
and the first grammar of a romance language to be published 
in Europe at the time when Castilian was not considered a 
language of culture. 

He introduced the printing press in Salamanca on Calle
Libreros and would claim copy rights on his works. 

The University of Salamanca would publish his works, which 
makes Salamanca U. Press the second oldest Publishing 
House after Oxford.



Alumni
• Alumnus: 1499 Hernán Cortés, sent to 

Salamanca when he was 14. Later dropped out.
• Fernando de Rojas, author of La Celestina, key 

play in the history of Spanish Literature (1499).

• San Juan de la Cruz, one of the key figures in 
Spanish mysticism, who would later join Teresa 
de Jesús in the renovation of religious orders.

• Gaspar Pérez de Villagrá, Historia de la Nueva 
Méjico.

• Other poets, such as Luis de Góngora came to 
Salamanca in late 16th c. 

• Calderón de la Barca 1615.



Golden Age: Lucía (Luisa) de Medrano

• During its golden age, 1508 Salamanca sees the first woman to lecture, Lucía (Luisa) de 
Medrano. 

• Considered “Docta Puellae,” she represents the importance of classical studies and 
Humanism during the Renaissance in Salamanca. There was support from the Crown for
this kind of endeavor. Queen Isabel herself was a promoter of women’s education.

• Described as possessing a rare and admirable eloquence and erudition  in the teaching of 
classical authors,  often compared to Beatriz Galindo, la Latina. 

• She did substitute teaching for Antonio de Nebrija and apparently held the chair of Latin 
at the University.  She is considered the first woman professor at the USAL

• Her lecturing was documented by her fellow professor Diego de Torres, who writes the 
note “1508 die 16 Novembris hora tertia legit filia Medrano in Catedra Canonum." 

http://www.luciademedrano.es/la_historia.htm

http://www.luciademedrano.es/la_historia.html


Francisco de Vitoria 1526
• Holds the chair of Theology. 
• He will become a forerunner of the rights of natives during the conquest of 

the Americas. He claimed that the natives were not inferior to us, 
Europeans, but have similar rights, and are entitled to their own territories.

• Brute force cannot be the mechanism that determines the interactions 
between nations. He denounced abusive practices. 

• Small wonder he incurred the Emperor’s wrath, who allegedly claimed: 
¡Que callen esos frailes! (Those monks be quiet!) The emperor learnt to 
embrace Vitoria’s perspective.

• He will start what we now know as the School of Salamanca, which 
defended the rights of all men against the official truths of the Emperor and 
the Pope. He laid the bases for international Law. 

• His work De indiis, reflects his concern for the treatment of the American 
natives, something revolutionary at the time that resonates today. 



Fray Luis the León 1527
• Fray Luis the León held several cátedras in 

Theology. His brilliance triggers the envy of 
Dominicans, with powerful ties to the Inquisition. 

• He was reported to the Inquisition for translating 
The Song of Songs and imprisoned in Valladolid for 
5 years.  

• He was pardoned but forbidden to talk about this 
time in prison. 

• He was able to sum up the time he was imprisoned 
with this celebrated  Decíamos ayer—As we were 
saying yesterday. Not in vain, the motto of the 8th

centennial anniversary plays on his words
• Quite a blow for all those who thought that his stint 

in jail would break his spirit. 

• Multiple faces  as translator, professor and poet. At 
the center of what would be later known as the 
poetic school of Salamanca. 



”A Francisco Salinas”

• El aire se serena
y viste de hermosura y luz no usada,
Salinas, cuando suena
la música estremada,
por vuestra sabia mano gobernada.

• A cuyo son divino
el alma, que en olvido está sumida,
torna a cobrar el tino
y memoria perdida
de su origen primera esclarecida.

• The air becomes serene
and is clothed in beauty and strange
radiance,
Salinas, when there sounds
the incomparable music
governed by your skilled hand.

At that heavenly sound
my soul, that is sunk in forgetfulness,
recovers its judgement
and the lost memory
of its first, exalted origin.



18th century: Diego Torres de Villarroel
• Holds chair of Mathematics, after many adventures and misadventures. 
• Pioneer, visionary, the most multifaceted, learned and picaresque figure:
• adventurer, bullfighter, healer, doctor, dance instructor, actor, fortune-teller,, 

astrologer, a journalist avant la lettre, became a priest towards the end of his life. 
• He predicted the future though his almanacs, became very successful, and made a 

lot of money. He scandalized his peers, and earned the admiration of the population 
of Salamanca. The French Revolution 25 years before it happened.

• Very successful writer. Author of the authobiographical novel Vida, ascendencia, 
nacimiento, crianza y aventuras de don Diego Torres de Villarroel. Not the life of a 
King or a saint, but the common man. Quite a preview of what modern novel would 
be like. 

• Not the usual intellectual kind of professor. Villarroel was more vital, humorous, 
wittier, more real than his peers.  

• Going around bureaucracy: The Globe he brought from Paris
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRujv5ua5ig



19th century-early 20th century
• The war of Independence: Many university buildings are destroyed by 

British or French troops. The university library holdings are transferred to 
Madrid. 

• Some of Salamanca graduates become key figures in the writing of the first 
Spanish constitution in Cádiz, 1812. Those ideas did not sit well with the 
return to absolutism. 

• In the mid 19th century Salamanca becomes a public university. Its 
importance was eclipsed by the Central U of Madrid, the only one able to 
issue the title of doctor

• The century ends with a landmark: Unamuno gets the chair of Greek 1891, 
later rector. And another related landmark, María de Maeztu enters the 
university and becomes Unamuno’s protegee. 

• A role model that devoted her life to ameliorate the situation of women 
and to facilitate women’s access to the university.





Women in university classrooms
• Women start going to college in the 19th century, but not in a straight forward

fashion. The country goes through different regimes and access to the
university is open or restricted accordingly. Between 1880 and 1890 15
women completed university degrees.

• A Royal decree March 8th, 1910 suppressed restrictions on the access to
university studies and the number of students increases. Especially so during
the 2nd Republic. In 1932, women made up 6’2% of the student body.

• The military rebellion of 1936 and the ensuing dictatorship closes all these
avenues, and the numbers are not significant until the 60’s. When women
return, they do mainly to degrees related to the Humanities.

• Democracy brought women back to university classrooms, and our numbers
have increased since the 70’s. Even if women make up half of the student
body, the number of professors is slightly over 30% of all the staff and the
number of full professors is about 15% of teaching staff.

• Only one woman, María Dolores Gómez Molleda, was acting rector between
1979 and 1980,





Miguel de Unamuno 
• Unamuno weaves in and out of the history of Salamanca and its university.

Holds the chair of Greek.
• Went into exile because of his attacks against the King Alfonso XIII and the

Dictator Miguel Primo de Rivera.
• Why? Against the ideals of the military, Unamuno defended intelligence,

which is, he claimed, health, fortitude, valor and will. There is no patriotism
without intelligence.

• Came back 6 years later and the crowds welcomed him from the train station
to the Main Square.

• He becomes rector again.
• Although Unamuno initially backed the military rebellion, he opposed it

when it saw how it was unfolding.
• A famous encounter between the military and Unamuno in the Paraninfo on

October 12th, 1936, presents the different sides of the strife.



Unamuno’s famous “You will win…”
• The atmosphere was very tense, and General Millán Astray (symbolic

name) and followers allegedly started shouting “Death to intelligence”
“Long live death” …

• Unamuno, allegedly, intervened to claim that the General was profaning
the sacred temple of intelligence.

• “You will win, no doubt, because you have plenty of brute force, but you
will not convince. To convince, he claimed, one has to persuade, and to
persuade, one needs something the General lacked, reason.”

• Unamuno would die on December 31st, 1936.
• Incidentally, I just read that Madrid has been renaming its streets. Millán

Astray Street has been renamed “Intelligence Street” (Finantial Times)







Between America, Europe and the rest of the World:
Conflating the Universal



University: Encompassing the universal

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The Salamanca chárter was used to start universities in AmericaWe still keep our tight ties with Latin America, through Exchange programs



Between Continents
• The Salamanca charter has been used for the establishment of many of the universities of South

America
• Looking West towards America, looking east, and beyond
• The USAL has always been committed to creating collaborative platforms to support research and

teaching innovation, and thus facilitate and promote scholarly exchanges though the Erasmus
Program, which just commemorated its 30th anniversary. As we cross paths, discourses, ideologies
we contribute to intellectual cross-fertilization.

• USAL outgoing students 2016-2017: 499 (Philology, Translation, Law). Great Britain, Italy, Belgium
and France as favorite destinations.

• Incoming Erasmus students: 929 (Italy, Germany, France and Great Britain)
• Outgoing USAL professors: 91

• 1.250 institutional agreements with 560 European institutions

• Networking is the trademark of our academic lives, and one of its big assets. It is one of the main
pillars of the universalism of knowledge and intelligence.



Quod Natura Non Dat, Salmantica Non Praestat/What nature does not give, Salamanca cannot lend you

Salamanca es madre general tan generosa/que mil extraños hijos autoriza/dándolos de ciencia y renta honrosa. Lope de Vega
Salamanca is such a generous mother that a thousand strange sons brings under her wing, nurturing and providing for them



What we can Lend: Learning and Unlearning

• We can teach students never to be complacent, always vigilant in the
promotion of values such as EU citizenship, Democracy, Inclusion, Equality.

• Provide critical tools students need in order to question facile slogans and
rallies to unity against difference.

• Promote critical thinking, the reassessment of words and concepts
• Maintain the University as a safeguard against fake news, nationalism and

post-truth.
• Shoshana Felman: “Teaching… does not deal so much with lack of knowledge

as with resistance to knowledge”.
• Our job: to dismantle that resistance and through a pedagogy of enablement
• Teaching to learn and to unlearn



Faculty of Philology
• We take pride in the fact that over 20 languages, with their cultures,

histories and world visions, are taught.
• Languages ranging from Catalan to English, Romanian, French, German,

Italian, Latin, Greek, but also Farsi, Arabic and Aramaic.
• We teach languages, and on daily basis we perform the etymological

meaning of Philology, that compound of philo, ‘loving’ and logos “word,
speech”, the love of letters, and the learning of texts and culture.

• And we do it with a sense of mission. Only languages can perform and
manage that incredible moment when two humans speak and
communication and dialogue ensue. Call it a magical moment, call it what
you will, but the word is at the center of it.

• The teaching of languages, literature, written texts and their accompanying
world visions are at the heart of changing attitudes and encouraging critical
thinking.



University as Temple of Knowledge/Intelligence
• What we can facilitate: Going beyond given structures though the

power of the word.
• T.S. Eliot on the obligation of the poet “to find words for the

inarticulate, to capture those feelings which people can hardly even
feel, because they have no words for them.”

• In a way the role of the lecturer or instructor is similar to the task of the
poet “in making people comprehend the incomprehensible.”

• “In developing the language . . . and showing how much words can do,
[the poet] is making possible a much greater range of emotion and
perception . . . because he gives them the speech in which more can be
expressed.”(“What Dante Means to Me” 1950, TCC 134).

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
We can confirm that the University,, as Unamuno called it, is a temple of knowledge. 



• The University has been enlarging the scope of the real for centuries. 
So many setbacks and missteps, and yet so many great periods.

• “Every crisis”, writes Zizek, “is in itself the instigation of a new 
beginning, every failure of short-term pragmatic measures. . . a 
blessing in disguise, an opportunity to rethink our very foundations”.

• So, we rethink our foundations and we get back on our feet. We have 
been doing it for 800 years.



Decíamos ayer
Diremos Mañana

We said yesterday,
We will say
tomorrow
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